






Words are 
remembered 
long after 
they are 
Written or 
spoken.

a r e  y o U  a  m e n t o r ,  C h e e r l e a d e r  o r  d e s t r o y e r ?



If you have nothing nice to say don’t say 
anything at all. Ah… a mother’s wisdom. 
I’m sure most of us have been told this 
many, many times. But, how many of us 
actually follow this sage advice?

Communication is a powerful force 
and the effects of negative words 
cannot be underestimated. Words 
are remembered long after they are 
written or spoken. They have the 
power to destroy one’s self-esteem 
and self-confidence, making someone 
feel less than adequate and fearful. 
Words leave invisible bruises that can 
last a lifetime.

Most of us understand that negative 
words hurt, and yet, how many of us 
actually stop and think BEFORE writing 
or speaking a negative or disparaging 
comment? Do we ever think about the 
impact our message has on the recipient 
or is it so important for our opinion to 
be heard that the consequences are 
insignificant to us?

At one time we needed to be mindful of 
holding our tongue. Today, social media 
has provided a platform for anyone to 
voice an opinion. But, this medium has 
removed our humanity. One does not 
have to look into another’s eyes when 
making a hurtful statement or watch 
someone cry. We have the ability to strike 
a few keys and hit send. We can hide 
behind our keyboard or screen. 

With that ability comes tremendous 
responsibility!

I encourage you to become more cognizant 
of what you write or say. Stop and think 
BEFORE the words come out. You have 
the power to impact another positively 
or negatively. You have the power to be a 
mentor or cheerleader of another, or the 
destroyer. Remember, mother knows best 
and if you have nothing nice to say, pray 
one of my favorite prayers: “Lord, put 
your arm on my shoulder and your hand 
over my mouth,” or in today’s world, hold 
my hands!
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are yoU a mentor, 
Cheerleader or destroyer?

A LETTER FROM THE EDITOR







on the CoVer

Do you find yourself struggling to let go of a failed relationship? Have you 
experienced a business or career setback? Do you wish you could be more secure? 
Often, these types of situations bind us with negative thoughts that prevent us 
from living our best lives. According to Brian Tracy, letting go of those thoughts is 
one of the most important steps towards success. Brian offers strategies to help us 
overcome detrimental patterns that prevent us from achieving our goals or feeling 
happy and satisfied. Brian is the chairman and CEO of Brian Tracy International, an 
author and speaker. He is the co-author of the new book, Believe It to Achieve It: 

Overcome Your Doubts, Let Go of the Past, and Unlock Your Full Potential.
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MATCHMAKING 
F o r  M e n
Matchmaking service for seriously, commitment-minded 
single men in Northern New Jersey & Rockland County.

DATE COACHING 
F o r  W o m e n  &  M e n
Have the relationship you desire and deserve!  
Julianne’s dating advice will help you maximize your 
dating experience and increase the opportunity of 
meeting that someone special.

MEMBERSHIP 
F R E E  F o r  L a d i e s 

Julianne Cantarella, one of the most sought after 
Matchmakers and Dating Coaches in the industry, is 
seeking to grow her database of single, divorced or 
widowed women ages of 25 to 68 to meet her male 
matchmaking clients. 

Register for our FREE database at:
newjerseysmatchmaker.com

Julianne Cantarella, MSW, LSW 
Matchmaker, Dating Coach & Relationship Expert

FIND THE LOVE OF YOUR LIFE – 
contact New Jersey’s Matchmaker!

201.297.7857
Julianne@newjerseysmatchmaker.com

newjerseysmatchmaker.com

TOTALLY TRANSFORM 
YOUR LOVE LIFE 

Choosing a life partner is not something you 
want to leave to chance. It’s probably one of 
the most important decisions you will ever 
make. Let New Jersey’s Matchmaker help 
you find the love of your life!

Press Featuring New Jersey’s Matchmaker



fiVe foods that 
are fantastiC for 

yoUr heart

Steven Masley, MD



Heart disease is the number one 
killer of women and men and has an 
enormous impact on health worldwide, 
even though we can prevent it with 
lifestyle 90 percent of the time. Equally 
important is that the same factors that 
lead to heart disease play a dramatic 
role in your quality of life. The good 
news is that when you take steps to 
tune up your heart, you benefit your 
circulation, and consequently you 
enhance your energy, waistline, brain 
speed, and romantic function.

Here are five heart healthy food groups 
you should enjoy every day:

#1. Feed on Fabulous Fiber
If you only measured one nutrient, I 
would want you to pick fiber. Fiber is the 
roughage that comes with vegetables, 
fruits, beans, and nuts. These sources 
of fiber suppress appetite (helping you 
reduce weight), improves your blood 
sugar and cholesterol profile, decreases 
inflammation, and slows aging. Fiber is 
loaded with age-busting nutrients. Your 
challenge is to get 30 grams, which is 
about 10 servings of fiber-rich foods 
daily. 

But don’t be fooled into getting your 
fiber in the form of processed grains 
(such as whole wheat flour), because 
any time you process a grain into flour, it 
acts just like sugar in your bloodstream, 
hurting your heart and your brain.

Best is to focus on enjoying daily:
• 3 cups of vegetables (make sure one 
of those cups is a green leafy veggie)
• 2 pieces of fruit (such as a cup of 
berries or an apple)
• 2 handfuls of nuts and seeds
• ½ to 1 cup of beans
 
#2. Eat More Smart Fats
You don’t need to follow a low fat-diet; 
I would even say you shouldn’t be on 
a low-fat diet because you actually 
need more smart fats. Clinical studies 
show that enjoying fats from seafood, 
virgin olive oil, and nuts decreases your 
risk for a heart attack and stroke, and 
nourishes your brain, without gaining 

weight. Enjoy fats from avocado, seeds, 
and dark chocolate, too. These healthy 
fats are critical for your brain, and they 
improve your hormone balance and 
reduce inflammation.

#3. Eat Clean, Not Mean Protein
Mean protein comes from commercial 
fatty meats and fatty dairy that are 
loaded with hormones and pesticides. 
Clean protein can come from either 
protein powders, beans, organic dairy, 
or wild and/or pasture-raised animal 
products.

For wild seafood, consider grilled 
salmon, baked sole, and steamed 
shellfish.

For clean poultry, focus on free-range, 
organic-fed options, such chicken 
fajitas and roasted Cornish game hens 
with lovely herbs, and be sure to add 
extra herbs for both flavor and health.  
Plus, organic, free-range, eggs are back 
on the menu, so you can enjoy a terrific 
omelet.

If you eat red meat, focus on grass-fed, 
grass-finished, organically raised beef 
and pork products.

For clean protein plus fiber, don’t 
forget beans, as they improve blood 
sugar and cholesterol profiles and are 
the most powerful anti-aging food ever 
tested. As an example, you’ll get to 
enjoy tasty bean dips, great chili, and a 
lovely hummus.

If you are in a restaurant and can’t find 
any clean protein options, then focus 
on lean, as the leaner (less fatty) cuts 
have fewer toxins. Aim for chicken and 
turkey breast options, seafood, and 
more vegetarian options.

#4. Enjoy More Beneficial Beverages
Start with pure water, at least four 
cups per day, and for something with 
caffeine, green tea is the best. All 
unsweetened tea is great, and mint tea 
is lovely too. With this plan, you can still 
enjoy one to three cups of coffee per 
day, because in moderation those tea 

and coffee pigments are good for you. 

Don’t forget my favorite breakfast, a 
fiber and protein-rich smoothie (it only 
takes two minutes to make and includes 
protein powder, frozen-organic cherries 
or blueberries, and almond milk. It is 
delicious, and you’ll be satisfied and 
revved up all morning!

You can have a glass of wine with dinner, 
just be sure to limit your alcohol intake 
to one to two servings. Red wine is the 
healthiest form of alcohol for your heart 
and brain, but no form of alcohol is 
healthy if you consume more than three 
servings per day.

Don’t be fooled into drinking juice, as 
without the fiber and pulp, fruit juice is 
closer to drinking soda than eating fruit.

#5. Savor More Fantastic Flavors
One thing I discovered during my 
chef internship at the Four Seasons 
restaurant is that food must taste good 
for people to enjoy it. People won’t 
eat healthy foods if they taste like 
cardboard.

You may wonder if flavors are worthy 
of being a food group but, who would 
argue about making dark chocolate a 
food group? The fats in chocolate act 
like olive oil in your body and they are 
awesome for your heart and brain.  Yes, 
I’m asking you to eat some form of dark 
chocolate and/or drink cocoa every 
day! But not milk chocolate, that is just 
candy, it has to be made from at least 
74 percent cacao.

Spices and herbs make your food 
taste great, and Italian herbs, curry 
spices, garlic, and hot chili spices all 
block arterial plaque growth, slow 
aging, rev your metabolism, and lower 
inflammation.

Overall, by adding these foods daily, 
you will nourish your heart, reduce your 
risk for a future heart attack and stroke, 
and you will find yourself becoming 
younger, trimmer, fitter, mentally 
sharper, and healthier every day.

Steven Masley, MD, is a physician, nutritionist, trained-chef, author, and the creator of the #1 health program for Public Television, 30 
Days to a Younger Heart. He helps motivated people tune up their brain, heart, and sexual performance. 
www.drmasley.com

FIVE FOODS THAT ARE FANTASTIC FOR YOUR HEART



History will attest that the birth of modern 
psychology was around 50 to 70 years ago. 
The era of personal growth was launched 
and, with it, 1,001 new and re-purposed 
modalities for achieving it.

I grew up in this era, having gotten 
my doctorate in psychology, and was 
proud to be among those pioneering 
new expressions of psychotherapy, 
transformational workshops, life coaching, 
mind-body approaches, online education, 
and spiritual psychology. These modalities 
grew up in an atmosphere where people 
took individual responsibility for personal 
growth — a commendable quest. Now, they 
are available in most of our communities, 
on our smartphones and computers. New 
frontiers such as neuropsychology and 
genomics are redefining human potential 
once again.

The language of pop psychology is 
currently a part of our culture, as are the 
names of new approaches that did not 
exist a few short years ago. As a result, 
countless millions attest that their lives, 
relationships, and ability to function with 
optimal effectiveness at home and at work 
have been positively impacted.

Looking back over the course of my life 
in psychology, however, I find myself 
asking, “What, in addition to the quality-
of-life benefits for individuals, has personal 
growth done for society?” Will this be 
judged as a period of self-indulgent, baby-
boomer narcissism that eroded our sense 
of social responsibility and concern for 
the common good? Or, will it be viewed 
as a time when innovations in personal 
psychology had value-added benefits for 
society as well? All in all, have we become 
the better versions of ourselves? Or the 
lesser version?

Many of us who have had the privilege 
of pursuing personal growth are entering 
the legacy years of our lives. This is a time 
when we realize that we’re not going to be 
here forever and to begin paying the 
good forward to our children, grand 
kids, and future generations. Taking 
social responsibility for the state of 
our families, communities, nation, and 
world is an honorable way to express 
our gratitude for all the good in our 
lives.

Here are a few ways you can turn personal 
growth into social responsibility:

• Use the high-level communication/
interpersonal skills and convictions you 
have developed to connect in a more 
intimate, meaningful, and purposeful 
way with the people, causes, and things 
that matter most.

• Create a list of ten ways you might  pay 
it forward, which could involve donating/
volunteering your time, talents, knowledge, 
skills and/or financial resources for the 
benefit of others.
• Choose one of these ways of contributing, 
make a commitment to take action, and 
formulate an implementable game plan.

• Convene a meeting with your family, 
business or community to explain 
what you’re doing and why, and create 
an ongoing tradition/ethic of social 
responsibility.

Remember, we don’t get to play God or 
live forever, but we can selflessly pay the 
good in our lives forward, knowing we’ve 
done something commendable to make 
the world a better place. Translating 
personal growth into social responsibility is 
a ROI (return on investment) we can all be 
proud of.

Ken Druck, PhD, is a renowned resilience expert, organizational consultant, and award-winning author of several books including, The 
Real Rules of Life. www.KenDruck.com
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Who is  
My Time-Out® 

(MTO)?
•  A community of mothers 

seeking support and solace

•  An organization that promotes 
positive mental health  
and wellness 

•  A safe haven; the  
“TIME-OUT” moms want  
and need without reservation 
or judgment

What is a TIME-OUT?
•  Any activity or interaction that facilitates getting rested 

mentally, physically and spiritually. 

How does MTO support this 
mission?
• Nationwide Facebook Community
•  Day and Evening “TIME-OUT” events for  

its local community
• Local “Get Out” Play Date Group®
• One on one coaching w/ Renee Jensen (Founder)
• Workshops; virtual and in-person
• Soon to be launched “My Time-Out Virtual Village®”

“I truly believe that we can all play nice in the sandbox. 
We don’t all need to be BFF’s. We just need to support 
each other in this thing called life. We need to spread light 
and love around this world any way possible. We need to 
lead by example, bringing up this next generation. While 
social media is doing a great job of spreading drama, hate, 
and fear like wildfire; let us start our own movement that 
promotes kindness, objectivity, and acceptance.”  
  – Renee Jensen, Founder

For inspiration and updates visit mytime-out.com

photographs by Village Studio 





finding the 
ansWer that’s 

been there  
all along

Tama Kieves



True desire is where everything begins.

I have a story to share with you about 
decorating my living room that isn’t really 
about decorating my living room. It’s about 
a miracle. It’s about getting unstuck. It’s 
about your career, your marriage, your 
weight, or maybe your living room.

I had been looking at my living room for 
months, feeling meh on the high end of 
the spectrum, and I am suffering a small 
plague on the other. Hoping for creative 
ideas, I started looking at houses online, 
even homes in other states. It felt a little 
bit like scoping out Match.com while your 
husband gropes through the refrigerator, 
commenting on how you could arrange 
the shelves differently. Romantic walks on 
beaches. I’d be checking out the dimensions 
of that living room, then noticing my own. I 
quickly learned, that every living room looks 
great with 900-foot ceilings or wall to wall 
windows and an ocean view. I have neither.

Paul, my partner, started dreaming about 
ripping up the ceiling and creating a loft 
above. Awesome, but way beyond what my 
overwhelmed mind and bank account had 
in mind. Realizing that really remodeling 
was just creating stress, Paul offered magic 
words: “What if there’s just one simple thing 
you can do, just to change the energy? 
What if there’s one thing that starts moving 
us in the right direction?” So I started 
looking around and imagining a new shade 
of paint, couch, or an unusual light fixture. 
But nothing clicked.

I felt tangled and impatient, a bad 
combination for courting revelations. 
Maybe you’ve felt this, with more important 
life decisions: I wanted change, but I didn’t 
want to put time into it. I wanted change, but 
I didn’t want to put money into it. I wanted 
change, but I didn’t even know what I really 
wanted to do. Pity our psychotherapists and 
God.

So I returned to my original desire. I want 
this room to feel great to me. That’s all I 
knew. “Don’t think about this room,” Paul 
suggested. “Just think about what would 
feel like what you want.”

I started thinking about what did feel 
great. I have a back room, an extension to 

our home built back in the 1920s. I love its 
energy. It’s got a quirky, formidable, black 
wood burning stove on its own little brick 
platform. But the best part of that room is an 
entire wall of exposed brick, uneven texture 
and happiness, worn solidity and a poetic 
karma you can’t find in new construction. 
I fell in love with that room years ago, 
winking its old house charm at me. It’s why 
I bought the house.

“I’d love something like that, an exposed 
brick wall,” I said to Paul, as though he 
could magically order one up out of a Home 
Beautiful catalog and have it shipped or 
maybe blink his eyes like a cartoon genie. 
It was preposterous. True desires often are.

But you know how when you start to focus 
on something you want, you start to notice 
all the reasons you want it? I began to 
notice movie scenes with people who had 
cool lives and living rooms. They often had 
exposed brick walls. Naturally this meant 
they had superior conversations, cheese, 
sex, iPads and income levels. It was just 
subliminal shorthand.

One day, standing in the living room, I 
was again talking to Paul about painting 
walls. Paul looked like he wasn’t listening 
(which by the way would never happen 
to people who lived in cool living rooms). 
He was staring at the fireplace in the living 
room and the large plaster wall (which I’d 
painted purple, “blueberry yogurt” says 
a friend) above it. It jutted out from the 
rest of the blueberry yogurt walls. “You 
know,” he began. “That wall that juts out 
is probably plaster over the chimney to the 
fireplace.” He stared intently. “Mmm,” I 
said as though he was beginning to explain 
the periodic tables to me, when, really, I 
was more interested in end tables.

“Well, if it is the original chimney to the 
house, then it’s probably brick.” I still didn’t 
follow his thinking yet, because, there is 
the small possibility that I was too busy 
judgingg him. So he spelled it out. “If we 
break off that plaster wall, you might have 
an exposed brick wall.”

Could it be? I was afraid to get my hopes 
up. But even the thought of the possibility 
was a rush. We decided to try our theory. 
We have a large wooden Buddha face from 

a Thai temple who hangs on the wall above 
the fireplace. We decided to poke a tiny 
hole in the plaster wall, figuring that even 
if we were wrong, Buddha could hide the 
emptiness and imperfection. It seemed 
appropriate.

Paul chipped away a hole, kind of like a 
baby bird pecking through a shell. Sure 
enough, there was a tiny hint of red brick, 
a rustic ruby, peeking back at us from the 
hole. It was like a bindi, the holy red dot on 
an Indian woman’s forehead, and to me, it 
was every bit as devotional. I gasped. My 
crazy, improbable desire might actually 
come true.

The next day, after an all-day meeting, I 
came home to find Paul covered in the 
white dust of plaster. He looked like a 
crazed baker. He smiled at me as I beheld 
his “cake.” We had an exposed brick 
wall above the fireplace. Worn out brick. 
Textured brick. Brick that changed the 
whole vibe of the living room, even more 
than I imagined. I couldn’t believe it. 
Who needed a fantasy genie or a stinking 
catalog? Real life was the real miracle.

The answer had been there all along. It had 
always been there. I’ve lived in this house 
for 17 years. It’s always been there. This 
house is over 100 years old. Really, it’s 
always been there. But I never would 
have discovered it if I kept looking at the 
room I thought was there. In A Course 
in Miracles, there is the teaching that a 
miracle is about “undoing the blocks 
to the awareness of love’s presence.” 
In English, that means a miracle, the 
presence of a loving perspective or 
resolution, is always present. But you 
have a belief in the way. You have an 
assumption in the way. You have a way 
of seeing in the way. I had a thick purple 
plaster wall in the way.

I was trying to decorate the room I believed 
existed. But it was only when I asked what 
I really wanted that I found a direction 
that had wings. It wasn’t about fitting a 
solution into my existing circumstances. It 
was about finding an answer or direction 
that changed my existing circumstances. 
So, are you ready to design your life? 
Never mind your current situation. What 
do you really want?

Featured in USA TODAY, as well as on ABC News, Oprah Radio, and other national media, Tama Kieves is a sought-after speaker and 
visionary life coach, who has helped thousands world-wide create extraordinary lives based in freedom instead of fear. She is the author 
of the book, Thriving Through Uncertainty: Moving Beyond Fear of the Unknown and Making Change Work for You.  
www.tamakieves.com

FINDING THE ANSWER THAT’S BEEN THERE ALL ALONG



which the following special practices help to 
ensure.

1. Let nagging questions go unanswered. In 
stressful moments, listen to what life is trying 
to tell you about you instead of searching 
anxiously for familiar answers to make life 
feel “right” again. All fearful, doubt-filled 
moments are secret reflections of what 
we have yet to understand about life and 
ourselves, not life’s rejection of us or our wish 
for happiness. Choose to go consciously quiet 
whenever there is a riot in you. Refuse to take 
part in the search to repair what you fear may 
be coming undone. Let go and watch what 
happens when you consciously sacrifice the 
fear-filled self. This new action allows the 
extraordinary life to enter into you where its 
presence alone proves that all is well.
 

2. Don’t make the rescue call. In times 
of anxiety and fear, we almost always call 
upon someone or something to help us 
get through our stress. This dependency on 
others for strength not only weakens our soul, 
but also steals from it the possibility of being 
educated by the extraordinary life, which 
means we miss two major lessons.  First, the 
crucial lesson that all our fears are based upon 
false evidence that appears real. With this 
revelation comes our second realization that 

the same frightened self that seeks rescue 
secretly confirms its imagined condition as 
being real each time it cries out for help. 
Refusing to rescue ourselves from inner states 
that scare us invites the extraordinary life that 
shows us that no such scared self exists that 
needs saving. 

3.  Do the thing you fear doing. There is a 
correct time and place for thinking through 
practical plans in the ordinary scheme of 
life’s events. But nothing that is founded in 
thought can serve to reveal the unthinkable 
plans that the extraordinary holds in store 
for anyone willing to leap into the moment 
without a parachute. Never mind those old 
fears of falling. Just jump! Being willing to risk 
failing is a prerequisite for fearless living. If 
you will take the leap into what you are afraid 
of doing, the extraordinary life will prove to 
you that Its unshakable ground is everywhere 
beneath you at all times. Nothing compares 
with this discovery because, once realized, 
there’s nowhere to go but up!  A note of 
caution: taking a spiritual leap is far different 
from taking a reckless physical risk.  Never risk 
the well being of your physical body for the 
sake of a passing thrill: for what is possible to 
attain with a body, cannot be without one. 
The temporary rush of adrenalin has nothing 
in common with one’s awakening to the 
reality of a timeless, fearless life.

three simple 
eXerCises 

to inVite the 
eXtraordinary 

life

Guy Finley

Director of the non-profit Life of Learning Foundation, Guy Finley is the best-selling author of more than 40  books and audio albums 
on self-realization and higher success. His works have sold over a million copies worldwide and have been translated into 24 languages. 
(Excerpted from Let Go and Live in the Now published by Redwheel/Weiser, 2004)  
www.GuyFinley.com 

I can think of no greater encouragement 
than the self-evident truth that there dwells 
in each of us the opportunity to explore and 
know the extraordinary life. The meaning of 
extraordinary I wish to convey points to the 
immutable and inexhaustible source that is 
the secret center of each of us: a timeless 
resource open and available to anyone who 
would seek this life that sits behind life as 
we know it. Will we spend our lives in mere 
dreams of winning a limitless life, or will we 
do the inner- work of awakening from this 
dream? Choosing the extraordinary life 
begins with our conscious work to realize it, 





Older parents are becoming more 
common, driven in part by changing 
cultural norms and surrogacy.   Comedian 
and author Steve Martin had his first 
child at age 67. Singer Billy Joel, age 
68, recently welcomed his third child, 
and Janet Jackson had a child at age 
50. But later-in-life parents have some 
special estate planning and retirement 
considerations.

The first consideration is to make sure you 
have a comprehensive estate plan and 
that your estate plan is kept up to date. If 
you have minor children, one of the most 
important functions of an estate plan is 
to name a guardian for your children in 
your will. This is imperative for a parent 
having children late in life. If you fail to 
name someone to act as guardian, the 
court will appoint one. Since the court 
doesn’t know your children like you do, 
the person selected may not be ideal.

In addition to naming a guardian, you may 
also want to set up a trust for your children 
so that your assets are set aside for them 
when they get older. If the child is the 
product of a second marriage, a trust may 
be particularly important. A trust can give 
your spouse rights, but also allow someone 
else - the trustee - the power to manage 
the property and protect it for the next 
generation. If you have older children, a 
trust could, for example, provide for a 
younger child’s college education and then 
divide the remaining amount among all the 
children.

Another consideration is retirement 
savings. Financial advisors generally 
recommend prioritizing saving for your own 
retirement over saving for college because 
students have the ability to borrow money 
for college while it is tougher to borrow 
for retirement. One advantage of being 
an older parent is that you may be more 

financially stable, making it easier to save 
for both. Also, if you are retired when your 
children go to college, they may qualify for 
more financial aid. Older parents should 
make sure they have a high level of life 
insurance and extend term policies to last 
through the college years.

When to take Social Security is another 
consideration for later-in-life parents. 
Under certain circumstances, children can 
receive Social Security benefits based 
on a parent’s work record if the parent is 
receiving benefits too. You will need to 
consider whether the child’s benefit makes 
it worth it to collect benefits early rather 
than wait to collect at your full retirement 
age or at age 70.

As you can see, there are several issues to 
consider. To find out the best options for 
your circumstances, you should consult 
with an estate planning attorney. 

Sheila Samuels, Esq., principal of the Samuels Law Firm, LLC, practices in NY and NJ. The Samuels Law Firm focuses on estate planning, 
elder law including Medicaid planning, education law and special needs planning, and estate administration. 
www.sheilasamuelslaw.com

estate planning Considerations  
for late-in-life parents

Sheila Samuels, Esq.









One of the greatest things 
about home ownership is the 
tax savings that it brings. For 
most of us, our home is not only 
our biggest investment, it is 
also the source for the majority 
of our tax breaks.

Buying a home is when you 
begin building equity in an 
investment instead of paying 
rent. And Uncle Sam is there 
to help ease the pain of high 
mortgage payments. The tax 
deductions now available to 
you as a homeowner will reduce 
your tax bill substantially.

Mortgage Interest
For most people, the biggest 
tax break from owning a 
home comes from deducting 
mortgage interest. You can 
deduct interest on up to $1 
million of debt used to acquire 
or improve your home.

Points
When you buy a house, you 
may have to pay “points” to 
the lender in order to get your 
mortgage. This charge is usually 
expressed as a percentage of 
the loan amount. For example, if 
you paid two points (2 percent) 
on a $300,000 mortgage — 
$6,000 — you can deduct the 
points as long as you put at 
least $6,000 of your own cash 
into the deal.

Real Estate Taxes
You can deduct the local 
property taxes you pay each 
year, too. The amount may be 
shown on a form you receive 

from your lender, if you pay 
your taxes through an escrow 
account.

Home Improvements
Save receipts and records for all 
improvements you make to your 
home, such as landscaping, 
storm windows, fences, a new 
energy-efficient furnace and 
any additions. You can’t deduct 
these expenses now, but when 
you sell your home the cost of 
the improvements is added to 
the purchase price of your home 
to determine the cost basis in 
your home for tax purposes. 
Although most home-sale profit 
is now tax-free, it’s possible for 
the IRS to demand part of your 
profit when you sell. Keeping 
track of your basis will help limit 
the potential tax bill.

Energy Credits
Some energy-saving home 
improvements to your principal 
residence can earn you an 
additional tax break in the form 
of an energy tax credit worth 
up to $500. A tax credit is more 
valuable than a tax deduction 
because a credit reduces your 
tax bill dollar-for-dollar.

Home Equity Loans
When you build up enough 
equity in your home, you may 
want to borrow against it to 
finance an addition, buy a car 
or help pay your child’s college 
tuition. As a general rule, you 
can deduct interest on up to 
$100,000 of home-equity debt 
as mortgage interest, no matter 
how you use the money.

Q: I’m thinking of buying a house. How will that impact 
my taxes?

Answers to questions that 
make the most sense for your 
home and your bank account.

APRIL 2018
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Stuck?

I ’M  A N  E XECU T I V E  A ND  L E A D ER S HIP  COACH .   
MY  CL IEN T S  C A L L  ME  T H E  D OT  CO N N EC TO R .

Starting your career?  Looking to make a life-changing 

lateral move?  Or climb a rung or two?  Need to improve 

leadership skills? If you’re stuck between where you are 

and where you want to be, I can help you connect the dots. 

How? I’ve been where you are.

Like other Strivers, Transitioners and Builders, you 

can count on me to lend comfort, listen and offer 

expert guidance as we work together to construct your 

personalized, easily executable Success Plan.

With one-on-one, thoughtful direction, I will be dedicated 

to helping you make the right, strategic decisions to vault 

you from frustration and doubt to unlimited possibilities. 

L E T ’ S  CO N N EC T!  U N-S T I CK  YO U R S EL F! 
AmieBlumbergCoaching.com | 201-207-3340
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The one subject I typically see other 
relationship experts fail to recognize is the 
feeling of vulnerability that one experiences 
when he or she is dating. Because of my 
background as a masters prepared social 
worker and my past experience working 
with vulnerable populations, it does not 
escape me that vulnerability plays a huge 
role in whether or not you will have success. 
I mean, who wants to risk emotional 
exposure? 

Below are some ways you can embrace 
vulnerability while moving through 
the process of relationship building to 
ultimately have success.

Believe you are worthy of being loved.
Thoughts become things, and words 
become flesh, commit that to memory. If 
you continue to believe you are not worthy 
of love, you are working towards a self-
fulfilling prophecy. All too often we hold 
on to self-limiting beliefs, especially around 
love and romance. Replace those thoughts 
with “I am worthy” and talk yourself into 

the relationship you desire and deserve.

Don’t worry about being perfect. With 
all of the outside influences bombarding us 
today, it’s a wonder anyone has the courage 
to be real. I think we are all concerned with 
exposing our imperfections. This plays 
into everything from our body image, to 
personal accomplishments and more. Be 
courageous and let go of the false narrative 
that your success lies in perfection. It’s our 
imperfections that make us more relatable, 
more human and more loveable. 

Don’t let fear undermine your happiness. 
As difficult as it may seem, lean into 
the fear. Fear can be painful, but fear is 
necessary and healthy. When facing fear 
head on, we are forced to step out of our 
comfort zone and stretch ourselves in ways 
we never thought possible. This is true 
even in our search for love. I’ve worked 
with enough people to realize that being 
emotionally exposed is scary.  You will 
feel uncomfortable, but the harder you 
hold onto the fear and allow it to dictate 

your journey the greater the chance it will 
undermine your happiness.

Be open. Part of our journey to love is 
creating the vision of what might be. 
We often put a face to the faceless and 
try to define the unknown. Sometimes 
that’s wonderful because it helps us 
remain focused. However, sometimes 
we become so bound to the vision that 
we subconsciously force ourselves to be 
closed off to other possibilities. I am often 
asked, “How do you know when someone 
is going to have success and find love?” 
My answer is: my most successful client, 
is the client who isn’t tethered to a vision 
that might be limiting; it’s the client who is 
open to embracing the possibilities of what 
might be.

I trust you’ve found these points insightful 
and they give you hope. Although 
relationship building is hard, it is possible 
in the face of vulnerability. That said, I am 
sending you a virtual hug and strength as 
you move forward on your path to love.

Julianne Cantarella, MSW, LSW, is a licensed social worker with a deep passion for people. Her personalized approach to matchmaking 
and date coaching has earned her the title of New Jersey’s TOP Relationship Expert.  A professional matchmaker and dating coach since 
2005, Julianne has the skills to successfully match her clients with their perfect partner or coach them into a loving committed  
relationship. Julianne is the owner, principle matchmaker and dating coach at New Jersey’s Matchmaker, located in northern New Jersey.  
www.newjerseysmatchmaker.com.

loVe, dating and VUlnerability
Julianne Cantarella





unnatural substances build up over time 
and contribute to your digestive and 
detoxification systems not working as 
efficiently as they should.  

Also, some foods are more likely to cause 
allergies or subtle effects of intolerance 
such as headaches, muscle aches, 
swelling, mucous, bloating, fatigue, 
lack of clarity and more.  Eliminating 
these foods and providing nutrients to 
nourish the gastrointestinal tract and 
liver can give your system the rest and 
rejuvenation it needs to make you feel so 
much better. 

Weed out foods most likely to cause 
intolerance or allergy – grains with gluten; 
dairy and processed foods; peanuts; 
tree nuts such as Brazil nuts, hazelnuts, 
almonds and walnuts; and eggs, soy and 
shellfish.

Seed your gut with probiotics - healthy 
bacteria that are essential for a healthy 
immune system.  Choose a supplement 
with several types of strains of 
Lactobacillus, Bifidus and Saccharomyces 
boulardii.

Feed your body with nutrients that 
support growth of healthy bacteria such 
as fructose oligosaccharides (FOS) and 
aid liver detoxification such as N-cetyl 
cysteine, L glutamine, high antioxidant 

vegetables, fiber and alpha lipoic acid.  
The best liver detoxifiers are dandelion, 
milk thistle (silymarin), artichoke leaf, and 
yellow dock root extract.

Add or replace enzymes that help your 
digestion with supplements containing 
betaine, pepsin, bromelain, and 
pancreatin (a combination of amylase, 
lipase and protease).  

Eat organic, especially the “dirty dozen”: 
apples, bell pepper, celery, cherries, 
grapes, lettuce, nectarines, peaches, 
pear, potato, spinach, and strawberries. 

There are many products on the market 
that contain these ingredients in powders 
and capsules, however, the quality of the 
supplements can make a difference. 

A body cleanse does not mean eliciting 
diarrhea and it does not mean fasting.  
Cleansing means decreasing irritants and 
toxins going into your body, enhancing 
their elimination, and supporting your 
body with nutrients to heal and remove 
toxins.  

But, be sure to choose high quality 
supplements that support both the liver 
and gastrointestinal tract and consult 
with your healthcare provider regarding 
the products that are most appropriate 
for you. 

spring 
Cleaning for 

yoUr body

Lorraine Maita, MD

Lorraine Maita, MD, is a recognized and award-winning holistic, functional and anti aging physician and author. She transforms people’s 
lives by getting to the root cause of illness using the best of science and nature. Her approach is personalized, precision medicine where 
you are treated as the unique individual you are.  
www.howtoliveyounger.com

Do you want to reboot your system and 
eliminate bloating, excess weight and 
sluggishness?  If so, give your system 
a rest from digesting processed and 
toxic foods and nourish your liver and 
gastrointestinal tract with a detox/
cleanse.  The result will be newfound 
energy and clarity.  Just like you weed, 
seed, fertilize and till your garden to 
prepare for planting, you can do the 
same for your body in order to plant 
seeds of health and vitality.  

Many of the foods you eat have traces 
of herbicides, pesticides, preservatives, 
dyes and chemicals and processed 
ingredients that are not found in nature.  
As you age, you may not have sufficient 
digestive enzymes to handle the 
load this creates on your body.  Also, 
exposure to antibiotics you’ve taken 
or antibiotics found in foods decreases 
the healthy bacteria in your gut.  These 
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 NEXT STEP 
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Soul’s Journey? 

 
 

♦ GET CLARITY 

♦ GET INSPIRED 

♦ GET RESULTS 

♦ Discover and truly live in alignment with your  
    soul’s passion and purpose 
♦ Move past fear and blocks keeping you stuck 
♦ Learn techniques and tools to define and reach  
   your goals with ease, confidence and joy 
♦ Acquire lifelong skills, identify and transform  
   resistance with inspired action steps 
♦ Experience my unique “Reinvention Program” 

Contact Information:  (201) 788-9318 

www.LivingInspiredCoaching.com   Email: Lmitch310@gmail.com 

   
TCA Certified Coach 

ICF Member  
Transition & Soul-Path Alignment 
Coach, Certified Akashic, Record 
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Leader, Reiki Master 

To get inspired and claim your FREE 
45 minute DISCOVERY  
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As business owners we know that 
networking can be a great influencer to 
success. However, entrepreneurs tell me all 
the time that their networking efforts are 
falling flat. 

Typically, they struggle because they think 
that going to one or two networking events 
is going to build their business. If it were 
that easy, everyone would be successful! 

Here are five strategies to help you in your 
networking efforts.

Attend regularly. Select a few networking 
groups and attend their meeting regularly. 
Relationships aren’t built in a matter of 
minutes and trust takes even longer. If you 
want people to hire or refer you, they first 
have to feel as though they can count on 
you to show up consistently.

Quality not quantity. If your intention 

when you arrive at a networking event is 
to get or hand out the most business cards 
you will likely be disappointed in your 
results. It is better to attend an event and 
truly connect with only a few people than it 
is to share a passing word with many. 

What can you do for them? Of course we 
all start networking in hopes that we will find 
new clients and customers, but often the 
path to gaining them is through providing 
referrals to others. Find out with whom your 
fellow networkers are looking to connect. 
Do your best to make connections for them. 
When you do, others will want to return the 
favor.

Relationships are built one-on-one. 
When you are part of a networking group, 
there is often formality to the meeting. 
Connecting with those you feel more close 
to outside of that structure can catapult 
your relationship forward. Be a leader and 

take your networking relationships to the 
next level. Have coffee, lunch, or a drink 
regularly with those in the group. It will 
increase the likelihood of getting referrals 
and clients and is likely to build wonderful 
working friendships.

Follow up regularly. Once you have 
established your network of referral 
partners, follow up with them regularly. Pick 
up the phone and call them to see how they 
are doing and if what they are looking for 
has changed. This keeps you in their “top 
of mind awareness”, which will increase the 
likelihood of referrals. It also does wonders 
for building a strong relationship.

With these strategies you will get more 
referrals from your networking efforts in no 
time. Remember, it can take some time to 
build up a great group of referral sources, 
but once you have one in place it can be 
a game changer for your business success.

Suzanne Tregenza Moore helps coaches and consultants build their businesses online and off using her Socialize Mesmerize &  
Monetize™ System. Her no-nonsense straight talk, clear, concise direction and technical know-how provide the support her clients need 
and want to get ‘out of their own way’ and take the necessary actions that get them clients and build their email marketing list.   
www.SuzanneTMoore.com 

do yoU feel as thoUgh yoUr netWorking  
efforts are not helping yoUr bUsiness?

Suzanne Tregenza Moore, MBA
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round. There are thousands of toxic 
industrial chemicals found in the US 
today contaminating our environment, 
food, and personal and home care 
products. Because of this, toxins are 
showing up in the air we breathe, the 
water we shower with, and even in the 
healthy foods we eat.

Just to give some examples, mercury 
is found in wild caught fish; arsenic in 
water, chicken, and rice; aluminum in 
deodorant and laundry detergent; and 
particulate matter in the air emitted from 
power plants and vehicles. The list goes 
on and on. These toxic chemicals are a 
major health concern and are building 
up in people’s lungs, bones, and brains. 
They can cause inflammation, disrupt 
hormones, displace nutrients and can 
even lead to degenerative and cognitive 
decline. 

Unfortunately, we can’t control all 
these exposures, but what we can do 
is take accountability of our body and 
the home we live in. Fueling our body 
with sulfur-rich organic foods like garlic, 
onion, and cruciferous vegetables 
supports glutathione production, a 
superstar antioxidant that is necessary 
for detoxification. A diet rich in fiber 
and drinking clean, filtered water also 
helps with daily elimination, incredibly 

necessary for the removal of toxins. And 
don’t forget about exercise. Sweating is 
also a natural way we rid ourselves of 
toxins. If exercise is not an option, then 
infrared sauna is a great way to relax, 
sweat, and detoxify.

Optimal sleep is also an important 
component for detoxification. While 
getting a good night sleep our 
glutathione production increases. 
During those seven to eight hours 
you can breathe clean air and remove 
toxicity from your lungs by sleeping 
with a good quality air purifier. This will 
aid in the removal of those microscopic 
particles we breathe in daily. And while 
we worry about particulate matter in 
the air, we are also dispersing these 
substances throughout our home on 
the bottom of our shoes. To avoid this, 
taking off your shoes at the front door is 
a simple practice in keeping your home 
free of those toxins year round.

If you are a person who is suffering from 
chronic fatigue, brain fog, suppressed 
immune system, or autoimmune 
disease, heavy metal toxicity may be a 
contributing factor. Making appropriate 
diet and lifestyle adjustments that are 
in your control are the fundamentals 
changes that will improve your symptoms 
and overall health.

spring Clean 
yoUr body  

and yoUr  
home

Jackie Klein

Jackie Klein is a certified nutrition consultant and board certified holistic health practitioner. She provides her clients with individual-
ized plans specific for her client’s needs. Her compassionate approach eases her clients into the lifestyle change necessary for them to 
achieve optimal health.  
www.jackiekleinnutrition.com

Spring is my favorite time of year. The 
weather is warmer, trees are blooming, 
and people are generally happier. 
Some of us are inspired to do some 
serious spring cleaning. Things we 
can’t get to year round like washing 
windows and molding, or may be 
even washing walls.  As a child I had 
the luxury of experiencing all of those 
spring cleaning chores.

Although I am happy I was raised 
to understand the importance of a 
clean home, what we didn’t pay close 
attention to were the toxic chemicals 
we were exposing ourselves to. Not 
only in the cleaning agents we used, 
but also the environmental toxins that 
we so easily carried inside all year 





When it comes to your career, do you feel 
hopelessly trapped? Caught at a crossroads 
with nowhere to turn? 

You sense that nothing is stable, 
comfortable or guaranteed. Missions, 
strategies, and even your colleagues can 
change with the latest corporate mantra, 
merger or reorganization. Whether it’s 
a new technology, a looming deadline 
or demanding boss, you are doing your 
very best to just keeping up with what’s 
expected.  

In a world that expects more and more, 
you become anxious - scared to say or do 
the wrong thing, make the wrong move, 
appear irrelevant, or even seem weak 
because you dare to reach out and ask for 
help.

You are what I call a Transitioner, someone 
who has been downsized (or even 

capsized), ready for a change, willing to 
explore new opportunities, take a risk or is 
having difficulty navigating a new job.  

Transitioners typically lack the confidence 
to take charge of their career; they’re wary 
about taking any action at all. 

So, if you are feeling a bit frustrated about 
your professional future or in flux, its time 
to think creatively. Everyone needs a 
personal mission, a goal in life.  

As you think about what’s next, here are a 
few strategies from my Nine Building Dots 
Method that will help you get started. 

Start by identifying your passion. Think 
about what excites you and where you 
would rather be spending your time and 
energy. Start with a vision, which creates 
clarity and helps you define new goals 
and possibilities. You’ll begin to see your 

way forward and you’ll prepare yourself to 
navigate the opportunities of your lifetime 
with skills and confidence.

Embrace change. Make sense of 
what is stopping you and remove the 
barriers that are getting in your way 
from reaching your goals.  I believe that 
everyone has distinctive strengths that 
can be developed, passions that can be 
channeled to get results.

Explore opportunities you’ve never 
considered before.  Determine what 
actions you will need to take to make this 
shift and seek out resources to build an 
easily executable success plan. Exploring 
possibilities through a broader lens can 
feel empowering and helps you restore 
confidence as you break down those walls.

So, embrace change, un-trap yourself, 
and take action to achieve sustained 

Amie Blumberg is an executive and leadership coach who has leveraged decades of fashion industry experience to help others navigate 
and thrive in their careers. She thinks of herself as a catalyst, a connector between people and their ambitions. Her coaching approach 
focuses on strategizing, focusing on strengths, and identifying patterns of behavior that lie beneath the surface. Amie is the owner, 
founder, chief “dot connector” of Amie Blumberg Coaching.   
www.amieblumbergcoaching.com

Un-trap yoUrself:  
tips for trapped transitioners

Amie Blumberg



The Reconnection

The Reconnection is an accelerated exchange of the energy, light and 
information found in the Reconnective Healing Frequencies. It is a focused 
formation to connect three systems: the ley lines of our planet, the 
meridian lines of the human body and the universal energy grid. The 
Reconnection is a once-in-a-lifetime experience that ties us back into a 
timeless system of intelligence. 

At The Peace Within Spa & Wellness Center we offer a diverse range of 
services to suit your individual needs. Group classes and workshops are 
also offered on a varied of topics including meditation and self-reliance. 

Introduction Offer:

ONE HOUR SWEDISH OR
DEEP TISSUE MASSAGE

$45

Our Services
ENERGY WORK
Reconnective Healing is a return to an optimal state of balance. It is 
the result of interacting with the fully comprehensive Reconnective 
Healing spectrum of frequencies that consists of energy, light and 
information.

MASSAGE
We offer a variety of massage therapy services by licensed massage 
therapists including Swedish massage, Stone massage, Pre-natal 
massage, Sports massage, Deep tissue massage, Manual Lymphatic 
Drainage , Medical massage, Safe Oncology massage, Reflexology & 
Mindful Massage.

ANGEL CARD READINGS
Our card readings are conducted by Certified Spiritual Counselors 
who have completed the spiritual counseling program offered by 
the American Board of Hypnotherapy and facilitated by Doreen 
Virtue.

DOTERRA OILS
dōTERRA Oils: In addition to proprietary essential oil blends, 
dōTERRA product offerings include nutritional, spa, and healthy 
living products based on essential oil technologies and a 
comprehensive wellness philosophy. 

Contact Us

THE PEACE WITHIN SPA & 
WELLNESS CENTER

63 Beaverbrook Rd Suite 105 
Lincoln Park, NJ 07035

973-872-6600

nancy@thepeacewithinspa.com

www.thepeacewithinspa.com

Nancy Barrett Mercedes Barrett

Follow Us

HOLISTIC HEALTH COUNSELLING
The human body was designed to repair itself and given the right 
natural tools it can do so, even under today’s adverse conditions. It 
is our intent to guide others towards a new holistic way of life.

Reiki is an energy modality that works with to aling the seven 
mayor chakras in the body. 

The Reconnection is an accelerated exchange of the energy, light 
and information found in the Reconnective Healing Frequencies.  



with my client, but more importantly, it 
was an interaction with much listening 
and presence by the physician. There 
was a decision to be made. There was 
a large amount of information to share 
and most importantly, it took patience 
and exceptional listening skills and 
presence on the part of the physician 
to allow my client to try and assimilate 
the information. His steady presence and 
patience was soothing and allowed my 
client to absorb the information to begin 
the process of deciding on which of three 
different types of procedures she would 
choose.  

The auditory scientist Seth Horowitz, 
author of The Universal Sense: How 
Hearing Shapes Our Mind, wrote in the 
New York Times, “Listening is a skill 
that we’re in danger of losing in a world 
of digital distraction and information 
overload. And yet we dare not lose it. 
Because listening tunes our brain to the 
patterns of our environment faster than 
any other sense, and paying attention to 
the nonvisual parts of our world feeds 
into everything from our intellectual 
sharpness to our dance skills.”

As a private patient advocate, I am very 
careful to ensure that the focus during 
a visit is between my client and the 

physician, as that is where trust begins 
and healing can happen. A scientific 
study has confirmed the importance of 
an attentive, soothing patient-doctor 
relationship.  Psychologist James Coan 
conducted research at the University of 
Virginia and studied brain activity and 
a person’s subjective reporting of their 
general health. The study revealed that 
simply holding the hand of a person 
during a stressful time decreased activity 
in an area of the brain that is associated 
with distress. Additionally, the person 
reported higher self-ratings of general 
health.

It was an honor to witness a physician 
visit that was so well handled. This  
was a 90-something-year-old who 
was unsure of whether she should do 
any procedure based on her age. This 
physician looked at her and said, “You 
look quite well, your mind is sharp, and 
there is no reason to think you won’t live 
another five years. You deserve quality 
of life.” The client chose a procedure 
after careful consideration. After 
the procedure, my client can report 
an excellent outcome and improved 
quality of life. This is the professional 
satisfaction that is so important to this 
role and has such a positive impact on a 
good outcome for all.

listening and 
presenCe and 
the impaCt on 

healing and 
health

Lorie Gardner

Lorie Gardner RN, BSN, NBC-HWC, founded Healthlink Advocates, Inc, to assist clients with all aspects of their healthcare. As nurse ad-
vocates they help clients navigate the very complex healthcare system. In addition, as board certified health and wellness coaches, they 
partner with clients seeking self-directed, lasting changes aligned with their values.  
www.healthlinkadvocates.com

As a private patient advocate, I am 
privileged to accompany my clients to 
their critical physician appointments 
to provide the support they need 
during the visit. We prepare for the 
appointment by being clear on the 
symptoms and clinical status that my 
client needs to express. We compile 
a list of questions for the physician 
and I coach my clients on optimal 
communication skills and how to stay 
focused on the agenda.

On a recent physician visit with a 
client, I was impressed with the 
amount of time the physician spent 
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When people reach out to a profession-
al organizer, they aren’t really looking for a 
picture-perfect closet, kitchen, or basement. 
What they really want is to feel in control of 
their lives – their stuff, their time, their space, 
and even their bodies! They want to improve 
their relationships. Getting organized is not 
about the stuff. It’s about gaining control 
over our lives and feeling empowered to live 
the best life possible. 

What does it mean to be empowered? To 
many of the women I work with, it means 
having the freedom to make their own de-
cisions, own their time, go where they want, 
do what they want, pursue any career they 
want, associate with whomever they want, 
dress how they want, comport themselves 
however they want. It means feeling good 
about themselves and their accomplish-
ments, professionally and personally.

Being organized supports being empow-
ered. Having systems and routines in place 
fosters the feeling of control. Creating sys-
tems that are based on our core values 
makes it easier to get organized. It leads to 

    
          

balance between giving too much and hon-
oring our own needs. We live with purpose. 
We are in integrity with ourselves and with 
others.

I asked my 17-year-old daughter how she 
thought being organized can empow-
er women in particular. She said, “[It] can 
make a difference in their lives. If they see 
          

get help from a professional organizer, they 
say, ‘Wow, what else can I do?’ The sky is 
the limit!”

Being organized gives us choices and allows 

us to make effective decisions. When decid-
ing to keep an item, schedule an activity, or 
pursue a new opportunity, we can stop and 
ask, “Does this item/commitment/opportu-

       
push me forward toward achieving my life’s 
goals?” 

This pause to evaluate is critical to the feel-
ing of control and empowerment we yearn 
to achieve. This is where we realize that we 
have the power to consciously choose the 
direction of our lives! Our lives are built on 
the accumulation of the choices we make. 

Being organized empowers us to take con-
trol over our time, so we can do what is most 
important to us. We can spend time with 
family or friends, pursue our dreams and 
goals, or maybe even have some fun! 
These activities feed our souls and make us 
feel happy. When we feel good about our-
selves and our accomplishments, we bring 
that joy, energy, and enthusiasm to every-
thing we do. Our relationships improve be-
cause we bring a better self to the partner-
ship. We can face a distasteful or boring task 
more easily, knowing that we infuse it with 
a little spark of happiness that carries over 
from that soul-feeding activity.

Being organized is good self-care. We em-
power ourselves with the time and focus 
to devote to our bodies and minds. When 
everything is in place, things have homes, 

       
for easy access, we have peace of mind and 
reduced stress. We create a safer living envi-
ronment, sleep and eat better, move more, 
feel good about ourselves, look good (and 
feel even better about ourselves), have 
more energy, and as a result, improve our 

        
empowering?!

Gayle M. Gruenberg, CPO-CD® is the Chief Executive Organizer of Let’s Get Organized, LLC, an award-winning professional organizing 
firm based in Bergen County, New Jersey. Gayle is the creator of the Make Space for Blessings™ system. LGO works with busy 
families to help them find more time, space, money, and energy and connect their lives to their core values through being organized. 
www.LGOrganized.com. 

be  
organiZed 

and be 
empoWered!

Gayle M. Gruenberg





Have you ever had an experience where 
you felt compelled to call someone or take 
a particular action out of the blue without 
any logical explanation, and you were 
so glad you did? Have you faced a big 
decision and in a quiet, unrelated moment 
you suddenly knew exactly what you must 
do? Ever follow a hunch or an unconscious 
instinct and later realize it was just the right 
move? That was your intuition knocking!  
It’s your higher self, communicating with 
you. When we listen to our intuition we are 
hearing the voice of spirit within us. When 
we are tuned in, we are present to our own 
inner wisdom; we are inspired or in spirit.  

Intuition is a gift we all have but sadly, 
one our western culture rarely nurtures. 
Most people don’t believe they have an 
intuitive side or they’re uncomfortable 
trusting it. Many don’t recognize intuition 
is at work unless something outstanding 
happens, while others are very connected 
to their intuition and regularly rely on it for 
guidance and direction. 

There are three components to using our 
intuition: acknowledging it, listening to it, 
acting on it.

The last one does take some practice and 
requires a measure of faith when you’re 
just beginning to tap in. Don’t give up! The 
more you tune in, the easier it will be to 
sense your inner wisdom and the better 
your instincts will become. We can only 
reap the benefits of our intuition if we trust 
and act on it.

Perhaps you’ve acted on your intuition 
without even knowing it. Here’s evidence 
that you can trust your intuition and begin 
to act on it more and more. 

Think about a time you knew exactly what 
you had to do simply by listening to your 
body’s signals. Maybe you’ve experienced 
a nudge from your intuition in the form of 
an uncomfortable feeling in the pit of your 
stomach or tightness in your throat that 
led you to make a certain decision. Have 

you ever been guided to do, or not do, 
something and it turned out to be the best 
choice? Don’t shrug off these feelings and 
signals as illogical or nonsensical. This is 
your intuition knocking at the seat of your 
soul.  

Intuition is the process that allows us to 
know something directly without using 
reasoning or analysis. It’s a direct link to 
how we feel beneath the layers of logic. 
I’m not suggesting you toss the idea of 
rational thinking and reasoning out the 
window. I’m suggesting you’ll make better 
decisions with greater ease and confidence 
if you invite your intuition to help guide you. 

Strive for balance between logical, 
conscious choices and intuitive, unconscious 
nudges. Intuition bridges the gap between 
the conscious and unconscious parts of 
our brain, between instinct and reason. If 
you allow it, your intuition can be a trusted 
confidant and a calming influence in times 
of challenge, transition or difficult choices

Linda Mitchell, certified professional intuitive coach and reinvention expert, helps people move past fear and overwhelm into their 
purpose and passion with clarity. Her signature “Reinvention Program” empowers people to reclaim balance, better health, discover and 
step into the next important role on their unique soul’s journey and to emerge more powerful, purposeful and fulfilled.  
www.LivingInspiredCoaching.com 

knoCk, knoCk, it’s yoUr intUition Calling
Linda Mitchell





First, upload your profile picture, which 
for a business should be your logo. Just 
remember that the profile picture space 
is round and appears very small so make 
sure people will be able to recognize 
your logo. 

Next, update your profile. Be sure 
to include your website URL, so your 
following can easily click through, 
and your bio. Remember to keep 
it professional, but also show your 
company’s personality. 

Now that you are set up, download the 
app on to your phone and log in. You are 
ready to post. 

You can post pictures or video from your 
camera roll or you can take a photo or 
video with the app. Be sure to fit your 
photo to the frame and add a filter if you 
like to stylize your post. 

If you want people to know where you 
are, be sure to add a location tag. You 
can add up to 10 photos and you can also 
create a collage to include two, three, 
five, or more photos into one post. 

Be sure to add a caption. You can tag 
other Instagram users by using the “@” 

symbol in front of their name or handle. 
Be sure to add hashtags related to your 
photo or video - this will help people 
interested in what you are posting find 
your photos, videos, and account.

If you want people to know where you 
are, add a location. You can also connect 
some of your other social media so when 
you post in Instagram you can easily 
share to those other platforms. 

Another way to share your photos and 
videos is by using Instagram Stories. The 
key with Stories is that your photos and 
videos do not appear on your profile 
gallery or in your follower’s feed, they 
are hidden behind your profile picture 
and disappear after 24 hours. 

When looking at your feed, swipe right 
to access the camera mode to take a 
picture or video, add stickers, draw, 
add text, include locations, and hashtag 
stickers. 

Go ahead and have fun with Instagram! 
Be sure to mix photos and videos to 
your feed, as well Stories. Follow other 
Instagrammers and like and comment 
their posts. Boost your visibility by 
connecting with industry leaders, friends, 

soCial media 
101: the 

CheCklist for 
instagram

Patricia Singer

Patricia Singer is the owner of Follow Me Social Media Consulting. She works with individuals, small and mid-sized businesses, helping 
them navigate and market using the numerous social media platforms.  
www.BestToFollowMe.com

Instagram is one of the great social media 
platforms you can use if you have a very 
visual business. We all have heard the 
saying “a picture is worth a thousand 
words”, and Instagram gives businesses a 
way of telling their story through pictures 
and video. With over 500 million people 
using Instagram every day, businesses 
can connect with people who love their 
products and services, as well as build their 
brand.

The beauty of Instagram is that you 
manage your presence through your 
Smartphone. However, the easiest way to 
set up your profile is not through the app 
on your phone, but on a desktop or laptop.





Like many other mothers, we are always 
questioning whether or not we are 
“doing it right”. We compare ourselves 
to what we see in social media and on 
reality TV. We compare ourselves to 
what others want and choose for us to 
see. I am here to tell you that there is no 
perfect family. There is no perfect way to 
raise your children. There is no perfect 
marriage.

Disney’s Cinderella and Prince Charming? 
By the end of the story, they appeared to 
have a perfect relationship. Guess what? 
They hadn’t had kids yet. Now, Bambi, 
that’s what real life looks like. Boy meets 
girl. Girl has baby. Mom gets killed. Dad 
takes off. You know the rest of the story. 
That’s life. In real life everyone has a 
story.

If you are really concerned about the 
do’s and don’ts of parenting, I’ll break 
down the basics for you.

Do make sure your child is fed. Don’t 
compare yourself to other parents and 
worry about what everybody else is 
feeding their kids. Don’t feel bad if 
you see  “crunchy” moms on Facebook 
“clean feeding” their kids.  Does yours 
eat only chicken nuggets, cheese sticks, 
and apple slices for every meal?  As 
long as your pediatrician doesn’t have a 
problem with it, don’t worry about it!

Do make sure you clothe your children. 
Don’t stress out if your kid doesn’t have 

a different pair of shoes for each day of 
the week. Don’t worry that he or she isn’t 
wearing the latest and greatest brand 
name styles.

Do discipline your children when 
appropriate. Don’t abuse your children 
(physically, emotionally, or verbally) when 
teaching right from wrong. Don’t teach 
them to behave a certain way out of fear. 
Plus, it’s just not nice.

Do love and protect the heck out of  
your kids. Don’t be a helicopter parent. 
You can love and protect them but, with 
a little parental guidance, let them fall and 
get up on their own. They need to learn 
how to muscle through the ups and downs 
of life.

Do encourage your children. You are their 
biggest fan and they look up to you.

      
on your children according to what YOU 
think is right and appropriate. Root them 
on but don’t push them beyond what they 
are ready for, because it’s what you want 
versus what they need. 

Stop worrying about everyone else! Just 
do you and whatever feels right for your 
loved ones. Who cares what the social 
media troller’s and mom shamer’s have 
to say? Being a good mom is not about 
getting it perfect. Being a good mom is 
about doing what’s right for your family. 
If it feels right, then it is right.

Renee Jensen is the creator of My Time-Out, an organization and community who supports positive mental health and wellness among 
mothers.  Renee also co-authored Redefining Success: Real Women, Real Stories, Real Inspiration.   
www.mytime-out.com

am i doing 
this Whole 
mom thing 

Wrong?

Renee Jensen





with chiropractic corrective adjustments 
as a safe and effective way to treat 
injuries, usually of the back and neck. 
Clinical Pilates also involves retraining 
the core muscles to better stabilize them, 
with a focus on the injured area. Many 
chiropractors are beginning to offer 
this exercise as part of a strength and 
rehabilitation program. 

IM=X Pilates is an example of a franchise 
that has expanded nationwide that 
helps patients by providing programs 
and therapeutic exercise formats that 
are acknowledged by the medical 
community. Unlike traditional Pilates, 
which uses terms such as “elephant” 
or “seal” to describe exercises, IM=X 
and other clinical Pilates formats use 
descriptive language such as “spine 
flexion” or “pelvic stabilization.” 

More importantly, they have eliminated 
dangerous exercises and “re-
choreographed” protocols, which are 
effective and safe for most back pain 
patients. The techniques and equipment 

do not place pressure on the cervical 
and thoracic spine as often occurs with 
traditional Pilates.

There are a number of benefits to clinical 
Pilates, particularly where rehabilitation 
of neck and back injuries is concerned. 
Individuals who participate in clinical 
Pilates notice improved posture and 
stability of the core, increased strength 
and flexibility, injury rehabilitation, 
improved balance, restoration of natural 
movements and increased muscular 
coordination and control.

The chiropractors that offer clinical 
Pilates formats have advanced post 
doctorate certifications help patients 
benefit and succeed in reaching their 
health goals. It also makes for a perfectly 
fun and enjoyable session, not typical of 
a traditional doctor’s appointment. Your 
primary physician may recommend a 
chiropractic screening to determine what 
course of physical rehabilitation might be 
most important for you and your spinal 
health.

CliniCal 
pilates

Michael Magwood, DC

Michael Magwood, DC, CACCP, TRT-Adv Cert, AT-Cert, is the owner of Pure Balance Centers in Clifton, NJ, and New York City.  He is 
known for his passion for educating and adjusting the lifestyles of children and their families towards optimal health through natural 
chiropractic care. Dr. Magwood earned his doctorate at the New York Chiropractic College in 2000 and is certified by the International 
Chiropractic Pediatric Association (ICPA).   
www.purebalancecenter.com

When individuals are struggling 
with back pain, neck pain or poor 
posture, they may visit a chiropractor 
to determine the cause and seek 
treatment. However, many people 
don’t realize how many other services 
a chiropractor can provide. Some of 
these professionals offer clinical Pilates 
as a way to help individuals strengthen 
their core and improve their posture. 

What is clinical Pilates and how does an 
individual know if it’s a suitable exercise 
for them? Clinical Pilates is a form of 
exercise that focuses on core stability, 
balance, strength, and flexibility 
through proper posture. It is an 
exercise program used in conjunction 





Last month I wrote about being successful. 
Since this mindset is so important for you 
in everything you do, I am continuing the 
subject. Once you are able to identify your 
negative self talk and procrastination, it is 
time to develop a mind that is geared for 
success.

Here are a few tips for developing a 
success mindset.

Gain clarity on what you want to 
accomplish. Commit to doing this. For 
example, maybe you have a goal to give 
a webinar. Ask yourself why? Who is it for? 
When you’ve answered these questions, 
move on to actually accomplishing it.

Take a leap of faith and start. Summon the 
courage to get started on what you want 
to achieve. Grand ideas or intentions don’t 
mean anything if you never take action 
on them. Action builds your confidence, 
driving you to do things you’ve avoided 
before. 

Be persistent and stick with your intention 
even when it gets hard. Write down the 
negative thoughts and doubts – why you 
can’t or shouldn’t. Then tear up the paper 
and throw it away. This releases you from 
all these thoughts, allowing the positive 
ones to take their place. 

When you get stuck, seek out others who 
can help you move forward. Don’t be 
afraid to ask for guidance. It’s not a sign 
of weakness.

Be grateful. Practice gratitude in different 
forms. This can include writing in a 
gratitude journal every day. This allows 
you to recognize what you have daily. 
Another way to focus on gratitude is to 

say what you are grateful for aloud. Try to 
find something new each day. 

Be willing to explore all options. Be 
adventurous in opening your mind to 
alternative ideas. Have the desire to do 
things differently.

Create a list of intentions you wish to 
accomplish. Create a vision board of these 
dreams and goals. Put it somewhere you 
will see it every day.

Meditate daily to slow down an overactive 
mind. Meditation helps you gain control 
over your thoughts. It allows you to 
get in touch with your true center and 
aspirations.

Network online and in person with others 
who are successful and inspire you. 
Associate with people you admire.

Self-sabotaging behavior is often what 
keeps you from succeeding. Bad habits, 
negative self-talk, worrying, and fear 
can limit your success. It’s a part of your 
personality, behavior, and conditioned 
responses from your environment. Happily, 
you can grow out of these negative traits. 
Acknowledge your need to evolve and 
take the steps to make changes to your 
mindset for success.

Build a positive attitude. A success 
mindset means having a positive attitude 
towards everything, even your challenges. 
A positive attitude helps you respond 
calmly and with confidence. It does away 
with the victim mindset. Monitor your 
thoughts on a daily basis until it becomes 
second nature to think positively and act 
with conviction. Then you will feel what it 
is like being successful. 

Miriam Belov, MAT, RMT, is a best-selling author and expert in mind body spirit work, sharing the techniques for integral health and  
realization she has pioneered.  As the “Keep Calm” Mentor, she creates programs for organizations, i.e. the MET and the UN, appears 
on TV and all media.  A Reiki Master, her psychic energy work and global wisdoms transform lives.  
www.wellnessagenda.com
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CREATING OUR REALITY

If you are truly ready to attract abun-
dance into all areas of your life, then 
becoming aware of your thoughts and 
words throughout each day is the place 
to start. When we refocus our thoughts 
upon ourselves and how we want to live 
our lives, we become the focus of our re-
ality. Once our thoughts are off what oth-
ers are doing and how they are living their 
lives, our world opens up. The goal here 
is to be the flow, not be in the flow. When 
we are the flow, life happens effortlessly.
 
This is the time to think about all that you 
would like to accomplish in this lifetime. 
As we are thinking these thoughts, it is 
important to feel as if these events have 
already taken place. Act as if you have 
already acquired your goals. 

As long as we are in a state of grace, 
forgiveness, and acceptance, the universe 
will automatically give back to you what 
you desire in a timely fashion. Remember, 
sometimes we are impatient and expect 
instant results. That’s not how the universe 
works. Keep in mind that everything is in 
divine order and worth waiting for, and 
you shall receive your gifts when the time 
is right. 

In the meantime, it is our full responsibil-
ity to continue working on reaching our 
goals. All too often we are ready to put 
blame on someone or something else 
when things don’t go our way. 
I hear many complaints about wanting 
life to be better, be it health, finances, a 
better job or relationship, but the person 
is not willing to make any sacrifices along 
the way. There are too many excuses why 
they can’t move forward. 

Life if tough, that’s for sure, but if we do 
not have the impetus to push ourselves 
forward, then we surely cannot expect 
great results and understand that we have 
attracted into our lives all that we have or 
don’t have.  
 
Expecting our Creator to do all of the 
work in essence, is not stepping up to 
the plate for ourselves. Once we step 
into the role of expecting only greatness 
from ourselves, our lives will roll much 
easier. All of the little things won’t seem 
to matter much any longer. 

As we participate in the creation of our 
lives, we open up many doors of possibil-
ities for an abundant future. 

Creating oUr 
reality

Roxanne D’Angelo 

Roxanne D’Angelo is a certified and intuitive feng shui and space clearing consultant and master healer/teacher of multiple energy  
healing modalities. She changes lives by creating harmony and balance in her client’s personal spaces and healing on a cellular level.  
www.Crystalclearenergies.com

Every second of our lives, we are 
creating our reality. So you ask, how is 
this possible? Why would I purposely 
attract negative situations and low 
vibration people into my life? What’s 
the upside? The answer to these 
questions and more all lie within the 
depths of our minds.
 
We attract into our lives what we 
think about each day. Our thoughts, 
words, and actions create our lives 
without a second thought, no pun 
intended. Our consciousness cannot 
tell the difference between a negative 
thought about ourselves or someone 
else, therefore, when we pass judge-
ment upon someone or a situation, 
our consciousness only hears the 
judgement as if it were meant for us.





1 loaf challah bread 

1 lb. mascarpone cheese 

4 tbs. sugar 

2 tsp. vanilla 

4 eggs 

1 tbs. heavy cream 

1 lb. fresh strawberries
 
butter 

powdered sugar
cinnamon & syrup (optional, for serving)

Slice strawberries. Set aside.

Slice bread into 1-1 1/2 inch thick slices. 
Carefully create a pocket in the center of 
each slice using a sharp knife. Set aside.

Whisk eggs and heavy cream together un-
til well combined. Allow bread to soak in 

    

Beat mascarpone with sugar and vanilla 
until smooth. Set aside.

Heat a cast iron skillet ov
er medium-low heat. Coat pan 
with butter to prevent sticking.  

       
      

Place in heated pan and cook for about 
4-5 minutes per side. (Check the pocket 
you created to make sure there is no raw 
egg inside.)

Divide the slices among 4 plates. Stuff 
each slice of toast with some fresh straw-
berries and a heaping spoonful of the 

       
sprinkle of powdered sugar & cinnamon.

Serve warm with butter and syrup.

For more recipes and free online cooking classes visit caradifalco.com

stUffed 
frenCh toast

Cara Di Falco





if all your choices for skincare were only 
black and white? Maybe a men’s line and a 
women’s line and your choice was to take 
it or leave it. 

How can one cream or cleanser be optimal 
for all? It can’t. 

We are blessed, and maybe cursed, to 
       

array of available products on the 
market. Choosing the best product can 
be a challenge. The best approach is to 
customize.

      
        

       
you are aging, are a few factors that play 

a big role in the optimum skincare for you. 
      

responds. You are the same person in a 
desert as you are in a snowy climate but 
your skin will react differently and need 
different products. 

Customization is not one and you are 
done, it can change as often as needed. 

       
may tone down the need for wrinkle 

        
       

customize. 

A good system will allow you to have a 
cleanser, toner, a serum, a day cream 
and a night cream, all of which will be 
customized to your current requirements.

CUstomiZed 
skin Care 

Joanne Ferreri, MBA

Joanne Ferreri is a consultant in genetic anti-aging technologies, a philanthropic international business owner and bestselling author; 
donating 18,000+ meals to nourish children.  
www.totalwellness.nsproducts.com 

Have you ever purchased an item of 
         

people are 5’9” and overweight, while 
others are 5’2” and really skinny. How 
can they both be OS? Isn’t it absurd for a 

        

The same holds true for skincare. What 





LIMITED SPACE AVAILABLE 
Vendors, don’t wait. Reserve your space now!

• Conduct demonstrations/screenings/mini-treatments

• Make appointments and generate leads

•  Interact and engage with hundreds of attendees  
and more than 80 vendors

• Sell products on the spot

• Offer samples

Other Vendor Benefits:
• Tickets to distribute to Staff, Clients and Friends

•   Vendor Corner editorial promotion in North Jersey Woman Magazine  
(Spring 2018) and online at NorthJerseyWomanExpo.com 

• Discounts on North Jersey Woman Magazine display ad rates.

VICINITY MARKETING GROUP  
Proudly Announces…

An Event for Women of All Ages!

Great Sponsorship & PR Opportunities are also available!
For more information, call 973-276-1688

Tickets available: www.Spring2018NJWExpo.eventbrite.com

A portion of proceeds to benefit Jersey Battered Women’s Services (JBWS) and The Apostles’ House

Tuesday, May 8, 2018 • 4-8pm 
MAYFAIR FARMS WEST ORANGE, NJ

Spring 2018
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 “Walk and Talk” Nature-  
Inspired Guided 

Meditation

Expressive Arts 
Workshops and Support 

Groups

Type to enter text

Do you know what keeps you 
paralyzed, panicked or in pain? 
Past traumas you’ve long since forgotten could be  

preventing you from living the life you want. The way to 
get free of them is to reclaim and release them.


A great way to do that is working with me in my

10 Week Individual Mended-Heart Program 

In it you’ll learn:  
The childhood habit that sabotages relationships

The source of physical pain, and ways to stop it

Healing techniques to stop your anxiety and pain

The thoughts keeping you from having the life you want

How to reclaim more power and love in your life


A 90-minute intensive “roadmap” session plus 9 weekly 
sessions, a Break Free Journal, assignments, feedback and 

support guide you in exploring the healing answers your 
exploration in creative expression will reveal.


Contact Susan for a free consultation to find out if this 
program could provide the answers you’ve been seeking!


For more information, events and articles: www.artmendshearts.com  
 
Follow Art Mends Hearts: 

Contact Susan:  
artmendshearts@gmail 

201-280-8880
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Author and Keynote 
Speaker



l e a r n  m o r e : 
http://amzn.to/2nt53xW 

l e a r n  m o r e : 
http://amzn.to/2lQSUBy 

l e a r n  m o r e : 
http://amzn.to/2ntc8tF 

l e a r n  m o r e : 
http://amzn.to/2mXgQTR

l e a r n  m o r e : 
http://amzn.to/2mzlmFe

l e a r n  m o r e : 
http://amzn.to/2mAUzKv

l e a r n  m o r e : 
http://amzn.to/2mgbGyu

l e a r n  m o r e : 
http://amzn.to/2nti3ip

l e a r n  m o r e : 
http://amzn.to/2NQ81TM 

Uterine health 
Companion
eVe agee, phd 

The Uterine Health 
Companion is the winner 
of the International 
Book Awards. In this 
groundbreaking book, 
anthropologist and women’s 

     
founder of the Transform... 

the one minUte 
manager
ken blanChard

The One Minute Manager is a 
concise, easily read story that 
reveals three very practical 
secrets: One Minute Goals, 
One Minute Praisings, and 
One Minute Reprimands. The 
book also presents several... 

home at last
sarada ChirUVolU

Home at Last takes the reader 
on a profound journey on the 
road toward enlightenment 
based on author’s direct 

     
woman’s journey from a career 
track in the pharmaceutical 
industry to spiritual 
awakening. Sarada shows... 

getting things done 
daVid allen 

David Allen’s Getting Things 
Done has become one of 

    
books of its era, and the 
ultimate book on personal 
organization. “GTD” is now 
shorthand for an entire way 
of approaching professional 
and personal tasks, and has... 

the sUCCess 
prinCiples
jaCk Canfield

In The Success Principles, the 
cocreator of the phenomenal 
bestselling Chicken Soup 
for the Soul series helps 
you get from where you 
are to where you want to 
be, teaching you how to... 

sUper brain
deepak Chopra, md
rUdy tanZi, md

Super Brain shows how to use 
your brain as a gateway for 
achieving health, happiness, 
and spiritual growth. Two 
pioneers, Deepak Chopra 

     
merged their wisdom and... 

miraCles from 
heaVen
Christy beam 

Annabel Beam spent most 
of her childhood in and 
out of hospitals with a rare 
and incurable digestive 
disorder that prevented 
her from living a normal, 
healthy life. One day, she... 

the 5 loVe 
langUages
gary Chapman 

Falling in love is easy. Staying 
in love — that’s the challenge. 
How can you keep your 
relationship fresh and growing 

    
and just plain boredom of 
everyday life? In the #1... 

maZe CraWler
sUsan Christopher & 
Corraine ConaWay

Corraine Graham braves 
a dysfunctional foster care 
system to adopt Mark, a 
three-year-old boy with 
an abusive and neglectful 
past. As Mark grows from a 
disabled child, bullied by his 
peers, to an emotionally... 



l e a r n  m o r e : 
http://amzn.to/2ndewZe 

l e a r n  m o r e : 
http://amzn.to/2mfYpp4

l e a r n  m o r e : 
http://amzn.to/2EvC2Gq

l e a r n  m o r e : 
http://amzn.to/2njeBaQ

l e a r n  m o r e : 
http://amzn.to/2t0iUJr

l e a r n  m o r e : 
http://amzn.to/2uXs7Uv

l e a r n  m o r e : 
http://bit.ly/2mAnJJw 

l e a r n  m o r e : 
http://amzn.to/2ov9KE6

l e a r n  m o r e : 
http://amzn.to/2u59onm

the breakthroUgh 
eXperienCe
dr. john f. demartini

This book is about breaking 
through the barriers that 

    
our true nature as light. It 
presents inspiring science 
and philosophy in a way that 
is completely accessible... 

diVine intelligenCe
jayne gardner, phd

Divine Intelligence is the story 
    

who sets out looking for a 
      

the source of all power. You 
will watch as he undergoes 
      

God inside of him instead...

be fierCe: stop 
harassment  
and take yoUr 
poWer baCk
gretChen Carlson

A groundbreaking manifesto 
from journalist Gretchen 
Carlson about how women 
can protect themselves... 

breaking the habit 
of being yoUrself
dr. joe dispenZa

You are not doomed by your 
genes and hardwired to be 
a certain way for the rest of 
your life. In Breaking the Habit 
of Being Yourself, renowned 
author, speaker, researcher, 
and chiropractor, Dr. Joe... 

i, yoU and Us
lily grinsberg

What she initially considered 
the worst thing that could 
happen to her changed the 
author in ways she never 
dreamed of. She wanted 
to better understand that 
phenomenon. Are we 
victims of circumstance or 

  

finding healing 
throUgh faith, loVe, 
and Charity
angie milasso

A triumphant life journey 
of tremendous trials and 
tragedies changed through 
Faith Love and Charity. 
How one life can make a 
difference, and question our... 

for the loVe of 
Wood. for the loVe 
of food
joanne ferreri

     
growing up in a loving and 
boisterous Italian family from 
Brooklyn. Can you imagine 
having the vision to see a 
car in a block of wood, a... 

a mother’s heart
Carolyn hayes

Depending on the age of the 
reader, well-written fairytales 
are read on many levels, and 
so it is with Carolyn Hayes’ 
book, A Mother’s Heart. 
Children will listen with rapt 
attention to this mysterious 
adventure and delight in the 
mother’s change-of-heart...  

VibranCe for life
lorraine maita, md.

Small changes can make a big 
difference! No matter what 
your age or state of health, 
you can live younger and 
healthier with greater energy, 
strength and clarity. Unlock 
the motivators that make 
change possible and propel 
you through any obstacles... 



l e a r n  m o r e : 
http://amzn.to/2nje88r

l e a r n  m o r e : 
http://amzn.to/2lQSUl5 

l e a r n  m o r e : 
http://amzn.to/2mzCIC9

l e a r n  m o r e : 
http://amzn.to/2mAzIH4

l e a r n  m o r e : 
http://amzn.to/2njguUT

l e a r n  m o r e : 
http://amzn.to/2ndtdvF

the one life We’re 
giVen
mark nepo

Beloved spiritual teacher, 
poet, and philosopher, Mark 
Nepo, returns to the inspiring 
short-chapter format of his #1 
New York Times bestseller, 
The Book of Awakening, 
to map an insightful and...  

this is yoUr do-oVer
miChael roiZen, md

No matter what kind of 
lifestyle you lead, no matter 
what your bad habits, whether 
you’re a smoker, a couch 
potato, or a marshmallow 
addict, it’s never too late to 
start living a healthy life. You 
do not have to be destined... 

trUst
iyanla VanZant

“Learning to trust is one of 
    

says #1 New York Times 
best-selling author, Iyanla 
Vanzant. “That’s because 
trust is not a verb; it’s a noun. 
Trust is a state of mind and 
being. If you are serious about 
learning to trust, you need... 

the Wisdom of 
menopaUse 
Christiane northrUp, md

Dr. Christiane Northrup’s #1 
New York Times has inspired 
more than a million women 
with a dramatically new vision 
of midlife. As Dr. Northrup has 
championed, the “change” 
is not simply a collection... 

the foUr 
agreements
don migUel rUiZ

In The Four Agreements, 
bestselling author don Miguel 
Ruiz reveals the source of 
self-limiting beliefs that 
rob us of joy and create 
needless suffering. Based 
on ancient Toltec wisdom... 

8 Weeks to optimUm 
health
andreW Weil, md

Eight Weeks to Optimum 
Health lays out Dr. Andrew 
Weil’s famous week-by-week, 
step-by-step plan that will 
keep your body’s natural 
healing system in peak 
working order. It covers... 

brain maker
daVid perlmUtter, md 

Debilitating brain disorders 
are on the rise-from children 
diagnosed with autism and 
ADHD to adults developing 
dementia at younger ages 
than ever before. Astonishing 
new research is revealing that 
the health of your brain is, 

    

getting to yes  
With yoUrself
William Ury

   
William has discovered that 
the greatest obstacle to 
successful agreements and 
satisfying relationships is not 

      
they can be. The biggest... 

the shaCk
William paUl yoUng

Mackenzie Allen Philips’ 
youngest daughter, Missy, 
has been abducted during a 
family vacation and evidence 
that she may have been 
brutally murdered is found in 
an abandoned shack deep 
in the Oregon wilderness. 
Four years later, Mack... 




